6 disciplined theological conversation. When the Groupe meets at the monastery, it adapts its schedule to permit its full participation in the liturgical prayer of the monastery. The Groupe alternates daily the celebration of the Catholic Eucharist and a Protestant Lord's Supper. It is also distinctive in its determination to include both scholars and pastors in the conversation; on occasion it will invite outside experts to make contributions to its work.
The Groupe initially employed a more comparative ecumenical methodology that wished to bring into the foreground of ecumenical dialogue diverse Christian approaches to questions regarding sacraments, doctrine, and ecclesiology. 11 In the 1970s, the methodology of the Groupe underwent an important development. The need for conversion among the churches had always been an implicit aspect of the Groupe's methodology. 12 However, with the documents produced in the 1970s, the call for a conversion of the churches became much more explicit. Only a genuine conversion among the churches could create the necessary conditions for movement toward Christian unity.
This commitment to the place of conversion in ecumenical work was accompanied by a shift from dogmatics to history. The Groupe would gradually conclude that the work of Christian unity could not be realized simply by resolving dogmatic questions, since the divisions among the churches are as much a matter of particular historical shifts and developments. As Joseph Famerée puts it, "No institutional Church may avoid the criterion of history in order to claim ecclesial fullness, as if she had not been subjected to the pernicious effects of the lack of 11 See Famerée, "Contribution of the Groupe" 107. For the use of this comparative methodology in the early Faith and Order work, see Gros, "Toward Full Communion" 27. 7 catholicity." 13 Consequently, one of the hallmarks of the Groupe's later work is its decision to treat Scripture only after considering church history. This decision foregrounds the need for a much more historically contextualized interpretation of Scripture. A careful consideration of the contingent shifts and divisions revealed in history provides the necessary context for retrieving the churches' shared origins. This historical contextualization of church division provided the context to a call for conversion among the churches. Careful historical study makes it apparent that no church is blameless in the scandal of Christian division and each church must get its own household in order as a precondition for unity. For this reason, perhaps the most important document in the entire corpus of the Groupe des Dombes is the 1991 document, Pour la conversion des églises.
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The Priority of Conversion
The 1991 document emerged at a time when many churches were witnessing the rise of fundamentalist currents prone to the reassertion of distinctive confessional identity. The document carefully distinguished between Christian identity, ecclesial identity, and confessional identity, suggesting that there is a mode of conversion that is proper to each (no. 9). Christian identity and ecclesial identity are really two dimensions of one reality. The identity of a Christian established through faith and baptism in Christ by the power of the Spirit is mediated through membership in the one body of Christ, the church. By contrast, "confessional identity lies in a 13 Famerée, "Contribution of the Groupe" 114.
14 Quotations are from the English translation; references are to the paragraph numbers of the text. 8 specific historically, culturally and doctrinally located way of living out ecclesial identity and
Christian identity" (no. 29). Going further, the document distinguishes at the confessional level between "confessional allegiance" (confessionalité), which refers to one's sense of belonging to a historical church tradition in all its particularity and concreteness, and "confessionalism,"
which is a false absolutizing of the particularities of one's tradition (no. 32).
Corresponding to these three levels of religious identity are three distinct invitations to conversion. At the most basic level is the ongoing call to conversion addressed to each believer;
this conversion "is a struggle conducted in grace against all forms of sin, personal and collective" (no. 39). Ecclesial conversion occurs as the Christian community strives collectively to more fully appropriate and actualize its Christian identity. Finally, confessional conversion refers to the form that ecclesial conversion takes in the context of the current historical situation of church divisions. This demands a kind of purification of confessional identities and the abandonment of all false absolutizations while retaining legitimate diversities. The confessional conversion that is imagined here does not insist on the repudiation of one's confessional identity, but it does challenge a denominationalism that interprets the distinctive forms of one's tradition as so normative as to preclude all others. Finally, confessional conversion calls for an attitude of genuine receptivity to the distinctive gifts and riches of other Christian traditions (no. 48) . 15 This emphasis on the need for conversion, particularly at the confessional level, constitutes one of the most important contributions of the Groupe des Dombes. 15 We can note the similarity to the notion of "receptive ecumenism" that has gained A common rereading of history, therefore, becomes the basis for revised judgments in the evaluation of positions and counter-positions in dialectic, and is thus a source of conversion to a common horizon within which each church must discern those aspects of its life and teaching which effectively mediate the Gospel and are a basis for communion, from those that have accrued as an effect of the alienation and decline of ecclesial separation.
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This dual commitment to a common rereading of history and an openness to conversion bears fruit in the Groupe's much overlooked 2005 document that appeared under the French title, Un seul maître: L'autorité doctrinal dans l'église.
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THE GROUPE DES DOMBES DOCUMENT "ONE TEACHER"
The Groupe argues that, while acknowledging the many advances in ecumenical dialogue, it is now clear that further advance will be difficult until the topic of doctrinal teaching The Groupe recognized that it was addressing a topic of extraordinary complexity that demanded resistance to the temptation to assert "a few generous banalities that would be consigned to meaninglessness." 19 Consequently, the document is quite long. Comprised of five chapters, the first two offer a wonderful example of the Groupe's longstanding commitment to a careful, common rereading of church history. The third chapter considers the testimony of Scripture, the fourth offers a series of tentative doctrinal proposals based on an explicit application of the method of differentiated consensus, 20 and the fifth presents a series of invitations to conversion. Throughout the document we find a consistent consideration of four aspects of doctrinal church authority: authority of texts, authority of community, authority of collegial structures, and authority attached to persons by virtue of office.
Historical and Biblical Analysis
Chapter 1 considers the history of the early and medieval church up to the eve of the Reformation. The limitations of this article allow only brief mention of the concluding "Lessons Drawn from the Patristic and Medieval Periods" (nos. 108-12). The Groupe acknowledges that in the period of the early church there was a relative fluidity in the exercise of doctrinal authority. There were instances when decisive doctrinal authority seemed to lie with an eminent theologian like Origen, and other instances when bishops gathered in synod or council and made common doctrinal pronouncements. In the early centuries there was an emphasis on regional loci of authority (e.g., local/regional synodal structures, metropolitans, and patriarchs) accompanied by much more occasional instances when the bishop of Rome claimed ecclesial authority over other churches. The Groupe emphasizes the historically conditioned character of these structures, structures that generally emerged in response to quite particular crises. The Groupe's review of the Middle Ages highlights the ecclesial trauma of the Great Schism and the consequent "distortion of earlier structures in favor of a centralization of authority in the hands of the pope" (no. 111) even as it acknowledges that this centralization was undertaken in the hope of rooting out ecclesiastical corruption. The overriding frame for these exercises of authority, however, was always "the absolute authority of God, of Christ and of Scripture over its life" (no. 112).
Chapter 2 turns to the Reformation and modern periods. It begins with a subtle reading of the reformers' central assumptions regarding doctrinal authority. The Groupe delineates four key reference points in the development of a 16th-century Protestant articulation of doctrinal authority:
(1) Scripture as the point of reference for the data of revelation; (2) the individual conscience as the first reference for the understanding of revelation; (3) the communal and public witness of believers as the ecclesial reference for the content of faith; and (4) the actualization of this witness in normative texts, understood as symbolic-confessions of faith, ecclesiastical disciplines, or catechisms (no. 127, emphasis in original).
A number of factors helped shape the interrelationship among these four reference points. First,
Luther's doctrine of the "two kingdoms" made it impossible to grant infallibility or inerrancy to any human exercise of authority (no. 158). Second, a certain privilege was always given to the free individual conscience acting in response to Scripture even as there was a reluctant admission that at the practical level of the life of faith, the church was in some way invested with doctrinal authority (no. 159). The concrete negotiation between the four reference points created a kind of instability that, on the one hand, preserved a healthy Protestant "ambivalence" regarding any and all exercises of doctrinal authority and, on the other hand, perpetuated a "crisis of authority" among the early Reformation churches (no. 167).
The document calls attention to a basic historical shift in Reformation conceptions of doctrinal authority. From the 16th through the 18th centuries the Protestant churches, for the most part, maintained the doctrinal normativity of their confessional statements (e.g., the decrees of the first four ecumenical councils, the Augsburg Confession, and the Helvetic Confession).
Beginning in the 19th century, however, these texts were treated less as normative articulations of the faith than as exemplary expressions of the faith with which believers were free to disagree.
This shift was in keeping with the rise of a modern individualism in which "each Protestant believer can become his or her own magisterium in matters of faith" (no. 166). Thus we see in chapter 2 the exposition of two quite different approaches to authority.
The first is evident in the Reformation's emphasis on the primacy of Scripture, with a concomitant rejection of hierarchical authority in favor of a reassertion of the primacy of conscience and the authority of the whole community. The second privileges the dramatic expansion of the object of doctrinal teaching and the concomitant centralization of authority in the papacy. It is this history that the Groupe insisted needs to be brought into conversation with the testimony of Scripture, the subject of chapter 3.
Once again, I cannot do justice here to the careful reading of Scripture undertaken in the document but can only mention the study's concluding observations. The Groupe notes that a biblically sound conception of authority begins with the authority of Jesus, an authority he received from his Father and exercises in service of the reign of God (nos. 306-7). The Groupe acknowledges that in some sense Christ handed on his authority to his disciples, but it was an authority to be exercised as stewardship and service in imitation of Christ's own exercise of authority (nos. 308, 312) . This authority is grounded in their witness to Christ, a witness that came to be called "apostolic" in nature. The Groupe finds biblical evidence for the exercise of authority invested in persons (e.g., apostles and prophets) in "collegial forms" and in the community itself (no. 313). These three forms of authority, the personal, the collegial, and the communal, first recognized as a basis for ecumenical conversation in the 1927 Faith and Order report from its meeting in Lausanne, would continue to be acknowledged in both Catholic and Protestant traditions, albeit in quite different forms and within quite different theological frameworks.
Doctrinal Proposals and the Call to Conversion
Chapter 4 appropriates the method of differentiated consensus as it identifies a general agreement regarding the unique authority granted to Scripture, which functions as the norma normans and therefore serves as the measure for all other expressions of doctrinal authority (no. Another set of divergences flows from distinctive theologies of grace. Catholicism's theology of grace offers a framework that allows it to assert that Christ truly entrusted his authority to persons who, assisted by the Holy Spirit, can preserve the church "in the truth of the apostolic faith until the end of time" (no. 358). This authority is exercised by the magisterium through the mediation of ecclesiastical texts that bear differing degrees of authority with the most authoritative claiming an irreversibility protected by the gift of infallibility.
By contrast, Protestants' theology of grace "leads them to a fundamental reservation with regard to all human instances of authority exercised in the church" (no. 365). Every person in authority is both sinner and justified. Protestants affirm the infallible authority of Christ and his gospel even as they insist on the fallibility of all human authorities in the church. In principle,
Protestantism wants to preserve a dialectical tension between the sovereign authority of the individual conscience and the corrective authority of the church, but in the modern situation, the Groupe recognizes that the balance has shifted markedly toward the authority of the individual conscience (no. 366).
The two traditions exercise authority within the framework of opposing ecclesiological tendencies. Catholicism continues to lean toward a division between a teaching and a learning church in spite of the teaching of Vatican II. Its governing body appears, at least from the outside, to be constantly intervening authoritatively on a wide range of topics in such a way that individual authority, though still honored in principle, often appears to be a secondary concern (no. 371). Authority in the Protestant churches, by contrast, too often devolves to regional structures that can lead to a "certain doctrinal erosion," one in which authoritative synods are often reduced to making decisions by a majority vote. The result is a Protestant imbalance in the relationship between individual conscience and community on the one hand, and between the local and the universal church on the other (no. 372).
With regard to normative texts, Catholicism acknowledges in normative creedal statements "an absolute and irreformable point of reference due to their apostolic origin" (no.
376). Protestantism also grants the early creedal statements of the church a certain normativity and affirms the authority of the 16th-century confessional statements, although their content is less well known to ordinary believers. If literalism in the interpretation of creedal texts is the tendency that Catholicism must guard against, for Protestantism the danger lies in an interpretive relativism (nos. 378-79).
The document remarks on yet another troubling divergence regarding the authority of the faith witness of all believers. While Catholicism in principle affirms the authority of the sensus fidelium, in practice it makes little effort to determine the content of the people's faith. The
Groupe observes that for Catholicism "the downward movement from texts, from the pope and the bishops toward the faithful takes priority over the movement from the authority of the faithful toward texts and the ministers in charge." Yet on the Protestant side the danger lies in synodal processes that rely excessively on arriving at simple majorities that do not necessarily reflect a true consensus among believers and can even sow new divisions (no. 383).
Not surprisingly, the Groupe asserts that infallibility continues to present a significant ecumenical hurdle. Catholicism grants the infallibility of belief to the whole people of God, while affirming an infallibility of doctrinal judgment residing with the pope and bishops and exercised under certain conditions. At the same time, the Groupe acknowledges that for Catholicism, teachings proposed infallibly are still subject to improved reformulation (no. 387).
Nevertheless, for Protestantism the difficulty with the doctrine of infallibility lies in the conviction that only God is infallible and in a theology of covenant in which it is only the divine partner who can be trusted to remain faithful (no. 388).
As we have seen, the document consistently approaches doctrinal authority from the perspective of three forms of authority: personal, collegial, and communal. The Groupe contends that Catholicism has traditionally favored the personal over the collegial and communal, whereas
Protestantism has privileged the collegial, and communal over the personal (nos. 389-90).
This fourth chapter concludes with some proposals aimed at overcoming these difficulties, proposals that are oriented toward both expanding the sphere of current doctrinal
convergence and transforming what are currently doctrinal divergences into complementary differences (no. 398). Here the Groupe begins with one of the most fundamental issues, namely, the relationship between the doctrine of saving grace and the doctrine of the church.
The agreed statements on justification by faith ought to have certain consequences for the exercise of authority in the church. Though its institutional functioning is always ambivalent, at once justified and sinful (simul justus et peccator), can we not recognize together that a statement can be very simply true in regard to the faith? That is to say, that it constitutes a sure reference, recognized by both sides, even though it is always perfectible and oriented toward a richer and more complete understanding of the message of the gospel (no. 405)?
The Groupe proposes the establishment of a common corpus of doctrinal texts that both
Protestants and Catholics would accept as authoritative. Initially this project might begin with the principal creedal texts of the early councils but with the hope that the corpus could be progressively expanded as the result of careful study and dialogue (no. 410). As to the stumbling block created by Catholic teaching on infallibility, the Groupe makes its own Yves Congar's proposal for a "re-reception" of Vatican I's teaching on papal infallibility that would include a fundamental reformulation of this conciliar teaching (no. 414).
The final chapter of this study moves to a series of invitations to conversion that the Groupe believes is essential to the ecumenical process. Conversion is "the inner face and precondition of every reform" (no. 425) and requires a fundamental disposition or attitude that then lends itself to the work of ecclesial reform. The Groupe articulates a series of calls to conversion addressed to both Catholicism and Protestantism, beginning with the authority of texts and, in particular, the authority of Scripture.
Catholicism made great advances at the Second Vatican Council in its explicit
affirmation that the authority of the magisterium exists solely at the service of the Word of God (Dei verbum no. 10). This conviction requires, however, that Catholicism be much clearer than it has been regarding "how its doctrinal decisions are guided by Scripture and are obedient to its witness" (no. 433). This shared conviction regarding the authority of Scripture calls the Protestant churches to be much clearer than they have been regarding the ecclesial dimension of biblical interpretation. The Groupe writes: "Sola scriptura should not be understood as a kind of 20 individualism before God" (no. 434). Protestants must acknowledge that the history of the church prior to the Reformation is also part of "their spiritual patrimony." Too often sola scriptura has been invoked to justify, wrongly, "the underestimation" of the pre-Reformation Christian heritage. In other words, Protestantism is invited to recover tradition, not as a revelatory source separate from Scripture, but as "an irreplaceable and rich source for the handing on of Scripture and its message" (no. 435).
Regarding formal doctrinal texts, the Groupe calls Catholicism to greater clarification on the varying degrees of authority attached to magisterial texts. Of particular concern is the need to distinguish between texts whose teaching is considered "irreformable" and those not so considered. The Groupe urges Catholicism to more fully put into practice Vatican II's teaching on the hierarchy of truths. Catholicism must also make clearer the distinction between the binding content of dogmatic pronouncements and the concrete formulations that are always subject to further revision (no. 438). Recourse to this distinction played a crucial role in bringing about the christological agreements between Catholicism and the ancient Oriental churches and in the Joint Declaration on Justification. The Protestant churches, for their part, are invited to be much more conscious of the historically conditioned character of the classical 16th-century confessional statements. Finally, with respect to authoritative texts, the Groupe asks all churches to articulate clearly the extent to which they can recognize a legitimate formulation of their faith in documents that have emerged from ecumenical dialogues and to clarify the authority they attach to documents they have made their own-as with the Joint Declaration on Justification, for example (no. 440).
The Groupe next turns to the authority of the community of believers. They ask Catholicism to consider expanding the role of collaboration, consultation, and debate in the formulation of church teaching:
We especially ask that when a new problem arises in the order of faith or of morals, it
[the Catholic church] leave the necessary time for debate among the local churches before taking a final decision. Let this debate be accompanied by the dialogues with other churches. Such debate ought to identify progressively the elements at play, allow the initial emotional reactions to settle, and arrive more easily at a certain consensus that will benefit the implementation of a just decision (no. 448).
The Reformation churches, in turn, must not let their openness to democratic processes blind them to the need to arrive at "a common ecclesial decision rooted in the witness of Scripture" (no. 449).
The Groupe then turns from the authority of the community to collegial exercises of authority and immediately challenges the Catholic Church to a much more comprehensive implementation of synodal structures. They note that diocesan synods have tremendous potential to promote the participation of the faithful and should be convened on a regular basis. Such practices could help balance the "top down" tendency of Catholicism with a "bottom up" movement that brings the faith witness of believers to the consciousness of church authorities (no. 457). Similarly, Catholicism is exhorted to enhance the authority of both episcopal conference and episcopal synods (nos. 458-59).
Protestantism, which possesses more developed synodal processes conducted on a regional or national basis, is encouraged to be more cognizant of the catholicity of the church when making doctrinal pronouncements. They are further exhorted to confer greater doctrinal authority on the appropriate world organizations (e.g., the Lutheran World Federation) and develop new, more global structures to promote greater unity (nos. 462-63).
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The document is quite frank in its consideration of the difficult issues associated with the authority of persons. It recognizes that Catholicism places much more emphasis on the personal exercise of authority by individual officeholders, particularly the pope. Nevertheless, there is much Catholicism can do to lessen the difference between it and the various Protestant traditions. Protestantism is invited to reconsider whether it possesses sufficient means to "concretize the apostolicity" of its faith (no. 469). The Groupe bluntly asks whether the Protestant churches have been too willing to appeal to the unity of the invisible church while accepting little in the way of a concrete expression of the unity of the churches. As the Groupe puts it, "peaceful coexistence
is not yet unity" (no. 470).
Catholic understandings of infallibility remain deeply problematic for achieving greater church unity. Perhaps further progress could be achieved if Catholicism gave greater emphasis to its teaching on the charism of infallibility given to the whole church (no. 472). As interim efforts at conversion for the sake of unity, Catholicism might limit the exercise of papal infallibility to very exceptional situations and refrain from acting without ensuring the agreement of the bishops (no. 474). More broadly, the Groupe calls again for a thorough reformulation of Vatican I's teaching on papal infallibility (no. 476).
Finally, the document concludes with reflections on the interrelationship among various forms of authority. The Groupe returns to its earlier call for a balance between "top down" and "bottom up" movements, the first being far more prominent in Catholicism and the second more prominent in Protestantism (no. 480). It appeals one last time to the notion of a differentiated consensus and asks whether it is possible to enter into "communion with other churches which have different types of doctrinal coherence" (no. 486).
ASSESSING THE PROJECT'S LIMITATIONS
Before considering what a Catholic reception of this document might look like, it may be useful to make some preliminary comments on some limitations of the Groupe's ecumenical project. 
Differentiated Consensus and the Commitment to Full, Visible Unity
A more fundamental limitation of the Groupe's work, at least in the eyes of some, lies in its continued commitment to the ecumenical goal of full, visible unity in the church. The last two decades have seen that goal called into question or dramatically redefined in various quarters.
Some note the intractable differences on a number of issues, including especially the ordination of women and homosexuality, and succumb to a sense of resignation regarding current ecclesial divisions. Others maintain the goal of full, visible unity but redefine this goal in the language of "reconciled diversity" or "conciliar fellowship," with the risk that these concepts might so dilute the understanding of unity as to leave much of our current denominational structures still in 22 John Hind has emphasized these limitations in his review of the document in Debates regarding the nature and method of ecumenical work will doubtless continue.
Yet they can obscure a more basic question: is there or is there not any value to an in-depth ecumenical exploration of controverted issues like the place of doctrinal authority in the church?
The answer to this question does not depend on the likelihood of achieving consensus on this issue. Even if full agreement on doctrinal authority is unlikely, the Groupe's emphasis on the call to conversion can still bear considerable fruit. Were the churches to respond to this call and redress imbalances while purging their respective communions of at least some of their more divisive, nonessential elements, surely this would be counted as a positive development. These churches would be more transparent to gospel values, more open to the work of the Spirit, and more likely to speak with a common voice even without having achieved full, visible unity.
TOWARD A CATHOLIC RECEPTION
In this last section I explore the possibility of a Roman Catholic reception of the Groupe des Dombes' invitations to conversion and reform. It is, of course, for theologians of the diverse Protestant traditions to assess the extent to which they can and should undergo the processes of confessional conversion that were addressed to them.
Any question of a Catholic reception will have to address from the outset a fundamental difficulty. Much of the Groupe's project revolves around a series of challenges, addressed to all the churches, to submit to a confessional conversion. Yet Roman Catholicism has traditionally resisted the claim that it constitutes merely one "denomination" or Christian "confession" among others. In response to this concern, we must recall the Groupe's distinction between an authentic confessional allegiance and "confessionalism." 27 Undergoing conversion from a Catholic confessionalism would require, not a repudiation of fundamental doctrinal commitments or essential ecclesial structures and practices, but a willingness to either abandon or at least reimagine nonessential practices and structures that can be an impediment to ecumenical work.
Roman Catholics cannot afford the hubris of thinking that their structures and understandings of authority, as presently constituted, provide the only legitimate and viable expression of doctrinal authority. 28 Below I consider some concrete examples as I explore five specific areas where the call to conversion and reform might productively be received by Roman Catholicism without abandoning what it considers essential to its identity.
Articulating the Biblical Foundations of Doctrinal Teachings
The Groupe offered a pointed appeal to Catholic teaching authorities to build on the welcome assertions of Vatican II that the magisterium is at the service of the word of God by 
Attending to the Limits of Doctrinal Teaching Authority
In its historical consideration of papal infallibility, the Groupe rightly noted that the teaching of the First Vatican Council on papal infallibility contained, explicitly or implicitly, Patrick Granfield has explored the many limits to papal authority that have emerged in the Catholic tradition.
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In his classic work on ecclesial reform, Congar warned in particular of the danger of the magisterium failing to recognize when it had entered into the realm of contingent realities, citing as but one example, the Galileo affair. 31 In a recent essay, Catholic philosopher Charles Taylor also called attention to the problem of the magisterium pronouncing too freely on topics deeply marked by contingency. 32 He offers the example of Pope Paul VI's teaching on birth control.
One could extend this concern further to recent magisterial teaching on the intrinsic evil of homosexual acts. It should be noted that Taylor is not repudiating the right of the magisterium to pronounce on these matters; his claim is merely that when it does, it needs to be much clearer about the central role of fallible and contingent human understandings about matters such as human reproduction and sexual orientation in its formulation of church teaching.
As the Groupe noted (no. 360), the teaching authority of the pope and bishops is not binary in character; it is simply not the case that they either teach with an authority that demands unconditional and unquestioning assent, or they teach with no authority at all. Rather, theirs is a graduated exercise of authority. It is greatest when exercised in preserving revealed moral teaching. As their teaching moves toward concrete judgments about public policy, their claim to authority, though legitimate, is diminished.
Clearly Differentiating the Authoritative Status of Particular Doctrinal Teachings
The Groupe des Dombes invited Catholicism to be much more explicit regarding the specific authoritative status of certain doctrinal teachings (no. 438). One of the positive features of the neo-Scholastic manual tradition was its exacting specification of distinct categories of church teaching, referred to as "theological notes." These were formal judgments by theologians or the magisterium on the precise authoritative status of a particular proposition. When a note took a negative form, it was considered a "censure." The purpose of censures was to safeguard the faith and prevent confusion regarding the authority of various theological propositions. 33 Not surprisingly, this system generally presupposed a propositional view of revelation and was often unwarranted in its confidence regarding a teaching's relationship to divine revelation. the laity and before the eyes of all, and they are judged as being suitable and worthy after public scrutiny and testimony." 44 We also find in the Apostolic Tradition, the early third-century document traditionally attributed to Hippolytus, this statement,: "Let the bishop be ordained after he has been chosen by all the people; when he has been named and shall please all, let him, with the presbytery and such bishops as may be present, assemble with the people on Sunday. While all give their consent, the bishops shall lay hands upon him."
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In short, an authentic conversion and reform regarding the consultation of the sensus fidelium will require a thoroughgoing revision of a wide range of ecclesiastical structures that help preserve the authentic reciprocity between bishop and people.
Reconsidering Theological Anthropology and Claims for the Assistance of the Holy Spirit
In "One Teacher" the Groupe noted that historically the Lutheran doctrine of simul justus et peccator had inclined Lutherans to a certain ambivalence toward the extent to which church officeholders could become instruments of God's grace in the exercise of their office (no. 160). Margaret O'Gara and Michael Vertin, addressing the assistance of the Holy Spirit from a Lonerganian perspective, contend that most standard accounts of the assistance of the Holy Spirit presuppose a "classical cognitivist" framework in which God communicates a divine message through doctrines that are taught by the magisterium and passively received by the Christian faithful. A commitment to the epistemic objectivity of church doctrines overrides any concerns for subjective appropriation. O'Gara and Vertin challenge the adequacy of this account and call for a shift toward a historical cognitivist framework, one in which normative doctrine is "authentically discovered by the church." 54 Where the classical framework focuses on the priority of authoritative teaching, the historical framework focuses on the priority of the learning processes of the church and situates authentic normative teaching within a more adequate account of a learning church.
The divine assistance promised to church officeholders will be effective only if conjoined with the proper engagement of basic human processes that O'Meara, O'Gara, and Vertin all had in mind. One might speak here of a form of ecclesiastical "due diligence." The term "due diligence" comes from the legal profession and refers to the obligation to proper investigation before entering into a binding contract of some kind. In using the term in its ecclesiastical 53 O'Meara, "Divine Grace and Human Nature" 694. context, I mean the obligation of the bishops to engage in requisite prayer, consultation, dialogue, and study before exercising their teaching responsibilities. This manifold engagement does not merely establish the conditions for the assistance of the Spirit-they are not mere "natural" processes necessary before the work of the Spirit can "kick in." Rather, the Spirit is operative in these human processes. As O'Gara and Vertin put it:
For the historical cognitivist position on the Holy Spirit's assistance, this experience of searching, questioning, weighing the evidence, and communal discussion is part of the process by which the Holy Spirit assists the Church. Several features stand out in this picture. First of all, it is a process; this means it takes time. Secondly, because discussion and search is involved, the historical cognitivist position tends more naturally to picture the whole Church as participating in an ongoing process of discovery that eventually finds expression in magisterial doctrinal teaching.
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The conversion to which Catholicism is invited entails the frank acknowledgement that human finitude and sin might impede the assistance of the Holy Spirit in magisterial teaching. Conversion demands the recognition that consultative activities, dialogue, and deliberation-in short, the discernment of the whole church-are constitutive elements in magisterial teaching; these are the ordinary human means by which the Spirit brings the church to truth.
In this last section I have explored five areas in which the Roman Catholic Church might fruitfully respond to the Groupe des Dombe's invitations to conversion and reform. The Groupe has offered a tremendous service by lifting up the positive value of a doctrinal teaching authority for the life of the church while at the same time insisting that a shared understanding of that authority can be achieved only through conversion and reform on the part of all the churches.
55 O'Gara and Vertin, "Holy Spirit's Assistance" 137.
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While church reform calls us to address theology, institutions, and ecclesial ways of acting, conversion calls for a deeper disposition to ecclesial humility and a capacity for repentance that is in fact a precondition to effective ecclesial reform.
The Groupe's invitation to conversion as a precondition for advancing authentic Christian unity resonates remarkably well with the ecumenical spirit of Vatican II as articulated in the Unitatis redintegratio, the Decree on Ecumenism no. 4:
In ecumenical work, Catholics must assuredly be concerned for the members of separated Christian communities. . . . But their primary duty is to make a careful and honest appraisal of whatever needs to be renewed and done in the Catholic household itself, in order that its life may bear witness more clearly and more faithfully to the teachings and institutions which have been handed down from Christ through the apostles.
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Again in no. 8 the council writes: "This change of heart and holiness of life, along with public and private prayer for the unity of Christians, should be regarded as the soul of the whole ecumenical movement, and merits the name, 'spiritual ecumenism.'" One can read the Groupe des Dombes' invitation to conversion addressed to Catholics in "One Teacher" as essentially a plea for a more comprehensive implementation of the teaching of the Second Vatican Council.
